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COSMIC AWARENESS to the Foxce that espresaed 1 :elf through Sesua of Ntizarnth_ the Buddha, Krishna. Mohstmnied . Edgar CaYce and
other rest avatars who served as 'Channels' for the 'Htwwculy Father' and whin epealra rt{ain today as the world begins to enter the Now Ag e
of a turd nottaclouincaa and awsxeuesa. Since Xi3t?3 Comic Awareness has been catrsrntmict.tic^ through carefully-trained chancels . The !Won.
tuat.on contained herein was received from deer) super- onaciotus trance levels and •tntetpreted' 1 y w entity affiliated with C .A .C . Thi sinformation Ia for those who tteaire to help in brinnthig In the ?'Jaw Age . Throuyhaut the tbousrnds of 'rteaainga given through these channels.Comic Atrvrruess tells us not to believe anything but to question. . explore, doubt, end discover r:oc yourself, through your own channel,what is the 'truth . Cnemir Awareness will only inc icete and suggcef . . Neither C .R..C ., the A ueriau Church of Onlverrrl Service or the Interpr e ter .Paul Shockley is responsible for anything Cowrie Awareness may state in any of there readings, . nor does C,A .C . or Paul Shockley oceceaaritYbelieve of apt* with the eat urents of Connie Awarextesu . Patti fnterpreta the energies as he sees then, in trance beets and is not personall yreepouatbie for what is ssid.Fdcmbers of C .A .C„ are invited to send in queetioue of general ini.erost t<r ack Awareness far possible publication .

This Awareness indicates there is seen a pool table on which several balls lie . This Awareness indicates tha t
the player may strike the ball directly in center, sending it to its goal, bringing about a direct hit, straight on .
This Awareness indicates likewise, the player may strike the ball off-center ; sending it indirectly to its goal ,
and possibly hitting the target off-center, in a roundabout manner . This Awareness indicates that likewise, i n
ref,itionships, entities may speak and communicate directly, hitting their targets with their words exactly a s
intended, straight on, in clear honesty, for all to see, so that the intentions are clearly understood . This Aware .
ness indicates that an alternative to this is the relationship or situation wherein the speaker, in communicating,
disscusses the topic off-center, with a kind of spin, a twist in the English, so that the movement is not direct,
is indirect, and hits off-center . This Awareness indicates that often this showing great skill in manipulativ e
abilities .
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experience a change, you may find that it will be your duty or purpose in clearing that relationship not t o
cower to the entity's will, but to respond with equal vigor, with equal or greater vigor, to stand up for you r
rights, insist on your own rights, and insist that the other entity recognize your rights and your position .
This Awareness indicates when this bedurs;"often the other entity will lose control, because of the intensific-
ation of your righteousness ; and the relationship then. bursts into emotional haggling or confusion and th e
positions re diffused so that greater respect for each other occurs . This Awareness indicates in some instan-
ces, the rapport may never again be the same, but-the relationships may be balanced in terms of 'respect for
each other . This Awareness indicates also, it may occur that/you have assisted the entity in relieving certai n
blocked energies, even though you may not ever receive a word of gratification or gratitude for your efforts ,
and evert though you may lose your friendehip with that entity . This Awareness indicates that in this manner ,
the Law of karma works, wherein energies become balanced, even though there may be other imbalance s
which result . This Awareness indicates when a relationship exists because one entity submits to the domin-
ation of another, that is arelationship which needs to be balanced or,dissolved . This Awareness indicates that ,
wherein a relationship dissolves because one entity no longer allows another total domination,' and the on e
who would 'dominate cannot stand to have a relationship which he or she does not control, then that relation -
ship in being dissolved is more healthy, even though the entities may be apart. This Awareness indicates tha t
wherein these relationships-can maintain levels of rapport and continue working to balance and equalize, this
is of greatest value .

This Awareness indicates there is no such thing as entities being absolutely equal on all levels, sot ie entitie s
will have greater control on this or that area while the other submits on that area but controls something ,else .
This Awareness indicates that a balancedrelationship cannot be measured
by who controls who in what way, but how satisfactory these energies fee l
to the individuals involved, and does it all balance out so that none feels
greatly frustrated? This Awareness suggests that wherein there is a frust-
ration and a feeling of injustice, then it is important for entities to begi n
seeking to discover why that injustice is present and to take the steps
necessary, either within oneself or in the communication and relationshi p
with the other, to attempt to reconcile the. feelings of injustice, to balance
the scales . This Awareness indicates that in, some instances, entities se e
injustice when in fact there is no injustice, but it appears unjust becaus e
they do not see the other entity's point of view .

This Awareness indicates that in other instances, both- parties in arelation-
ship may he laying their thumb on the scale, favoring themselves, pressin g
down on the scales equally so as to favor their own interest, and it may even
be that the scales balance equally because each entity is favoring himself o r
herself equally. This Awareness indicates for example, two extremely selfish
entities who look out for their own welfare and demand their welfare be y.
supplied by the energies of others, thrown together in a situation where they have to supply each other' s
welfare in order to get their own, this may be a perfectly balanced relationship . This Awareness indicate s
however, that it will be a heavy relationship, because both entities are laying their thumbs on the wale and
pressing down greater weight than is necessary. This Awareness indicates another entity, or another couple i n
a relationship, may be looking out for the other entity, trying to make sure that the other side of the scale is
always given its fair weight.;•and that you do not get too heavy on the other's case, and thereby these two ent-
ities, looking out for each other, hatce also achieved equally balanced relationship, but the relationship is ligh t
and is not heavy and the entities are living in greater joy and pleasure in the relationship .

This Awareness indicates there is also that relationship wherein one allows the other the heavy hand, while
remaining the light partner, and this may exist long enough for the heavy-handed entity to work out certai n
fears and blocks and frustrations until the entity begins to trust the other enough to lighten up . This Aware-
ness indicates this does not always occur, that these relationships will eventually adjust or balance, but ther e
are entities who are willing to attempt to have a relationship with one who demands much . This Awareness
indicates that,wherein entities are involved in such relationships, they may simply recognize that this is a tes t
for them to determine their own depths of tolerance, how much will you tolerate, how deep is your love fo r
that entity, how far will you go ?

This Awareness indicates there is no need to think in terms of moral right or wrong in the relationship, fo r
you may simply consider these kind pf relationships as being designed to show yourself to yourself, to plumane+ .
your depths, to discover your levels of-toleranceand to , discover how far you can be pushed by another for
your love, whether it is misplaced or properly placed . This Awareness indicates that each situation contain s
within itself lessons which you may leai;p : and when YOU have learned these lessons and stand before teacher ,
and ask, "Are my lessons learned?" Your teacher will simply reply, "Are your lessons learned?" This Aware-
ness indicates that you shall determine when you have learned your lessons to your own satisfaction, an d
when you have learned these lessonsu your own satisfaction, you are then free to move on to further learn-
ing experiences .

*******
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A MESSAGE TO THE WELFARE MOTHER S

(And to those who consider them 'leeches' )

QUESTION :

We have a question from S.S. of New York. I'll read her letter in order to get the question. "I have a question
concerning priorities versus social obligations . Although it refers to a personal problem, I feel that there are
many in the same quandry . I am in hopes that Awareness will consider shedding some light on this matter .
Briefly, I am divorced with a family to ° .rpport, minimal education and few job skills . I am on welfare bu t
have also worked as an alternative. Here ee my question : Is it true that my existence and that of my children
is only justified by my ability to support them, even if that means slinging hamburgers or doing somethin g
equally useless with the bulk of my time and energy while my children grow up alone and the world is i n
crisis? Maybe 1 am deluding myself by thinking I can make any significant difference in the success or failure
of the New Age movement . Regardless who decides the value of one's dedications in life, who decides that th e
guidance and rearing of my children is unimportant? I don't want something for nothing, but who define s
"nothing"? I have tried to enter the `new thought' schools so that I'd be qualified to serve, only to discover
that even here money has the final word . I don't fault you for this as I understand your position ; but I don't
understand why God, being the true source of our good, allows society to dictate to those of us whose only
desire is to serve Him . Why should we have to go out and earn a living instead? Why should God give me a
burning desire and sense of urgency in being instrumental in bringing in the New Age long before I knew o f
these organizations and not open up the way? Why do I feel so guilty when living on welfare when the altern-
ative, which is working for a living, leaves me so drained of energy there is never anything extra left over fo r
my family, my home, myself, or for others? I have looked within and still not found any satisfactory answe r
for these questions. I guess what 1 am really asking is, doesn't God understand? What is wrong with my think -
ing? Thanks for your consideration" .

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that yours is the expression of every entity . This Awareness suggests that there i s
an error in assuming that every ill which is experienced in one's life, or every lack which is experienced in a
society, or every injustice which occurs in one's world is the creation of their God . This Awareness indicates
that entities create their own situations, collectively and individually, and that the creative forces of the uni-
verse have given that which is necessary for entities to experience joy, or if preferred, sorrow .

This Awareness indicates that Its purpose in communicating at this time is to lessen the sorrow, sufferin g
and tragedy which entities have fallen into and have wallowed in for so long . This Awareness suggests that
your existence depends on yourself and your attitude toward yourself and toward your universe, and does no t
depend on your obligation to society any more than to any other factor in your life . This Awareness indicate s
that your attitude is one where you appear to feel as though you are guilty for receiving assistance from th e
society . You did not create the society, nor the system ; and if you qualify for something which the societ y
offers assistance in,such as the welfare program, why do you feel this is something you have a right to fee l
guilty about? Is this not simply a way of pampering yourself with self-degradation and rejection and self-pity ?

This Awareness indicates that the choice you have is how you want to look at yourself and whether yo u
allow others to describe you to yourself, or whether you describe yourself in the manner you wish to be des-
cribed . This Awareness indicates the choice you have is whether you wish to take responsibility for the situat -
ion in which you find yourself, to work with those ramifications and the implications of that situation ; or
whether you want to Iament and blame the spiritual forces, the gods, the fates, or the society, or others i n
such a manner that you ignore your own capabilities and responsibilities to attend your children and yoursel f
by throwing the responsibility toward someone else .

This Awareness indicates that the acceptance of welfare when offered by the society is that which is intend-
ed to assist those in situations such as yours, so that the children might have an opportunity to develop and
grow in an environment that is conducive to healthy economic situations at a cost to society that is possible ,
and to avoid forcing mothers to abandon their children in order to find work to feed those children whil e
their physical bodies and their emotional bodies and their social development is left unattended for haphazar d
growth . This Awareness suggests there is no reason to feel guilty about receiving this ; for not only are you
attending your children, you are also attending the future citizens of the society which is assisting in this att-
ention by giving payments for their welfare .

This Awareness indicates those who would object to this are bigoted and narrow in their understanding o f
social responsibility of societies . This Awareness indicates that it is a most difficult occupation, with very low
pay and very little prestige and very great opposition and frustration, having the career of a mother raisin g
children of society for future citizens in a manner that allows them the best possible advantages available .
This Awareness indicates that the sincere mother, raising children on welfare or in any other situation, is th e
backbone of this society . This Awareness indicates that those mothers who are simply seeking pleasure, ignor -
ing their children, living off welfare to avoid their own responsibility for attending themselves and who do no t
care about the development and growth and spiritual responsibilities to their children, these entities are simply
leeches to the society .
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This Awareness suggests that you not judge one another. That there shall be those disturbed entities wh o
may appear to be leeches, leeching off the energies of others ; yet who can judge what is occurring within the
psyche of these entities? The sorrow, the suffering, the heavy need these entities may have, the inability t o
cope with the society which demands so much? This Awareness indicates that many welfare mothers appea r
to be doing nothing for society nor for their children . These mothers need do nothing for society but raise
their children and attend their children. This Awareness indicates that wherein they fail to attend their child-
ren, these mothers indeed need counseling and assistance on the emotional and mental levels ; for they are not
at peace with themselves and are seeking that kind of direction and understanding which will allow them to
have a better self-value and allow them to begin restoring their own dignity as an active part of society i n
general .

This Awareness suggests that entities looking at these mothers, attempt to understand the pressures which
are upon divorced or widowed mothers in the demands of the children, the demands of society in relation to
the children, the demands of friends who want to see that mother married to a main who is supporting an d
giving energies to bring in the financial needs, the criticism of neighbors and others who resent paying taxe s
that eventually may assist that mother in her efforts, the gnawing hunger within the mother for someone to be
the father of the child, the gnawing desire of the mother to find someone who cares for her as a human being .
This Awareness indicates it is no wonder that these mothers are frustrated, are often giving the appearance of
being loose, immoral,confused, disturbed, or even negligent of their children . This Awareness indicates tha t
these mothers need help much more than criticism . If you have not attempted to help such a one, then thi s
Awareness requests that you at least withhold any criticism .

WERE ALL SOULS CREATED AT ONE TIME ?

QUESTION :

E.R. of Utah writes : "I have a question for Cosmic Awareness, I have heard it both ways, which is right?
Were all souls created at one time "in the beginning", or are there brand new souls created every day ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that there are souls being created now . This Awareness indicates that in terms o f
the immortal realm, ' those entities of the immortal realm are incapable of having offspring and creating souls i n
the manner whereby the soul is immortal, except through the contact with the mortal realm . This Awarenes s

site: indicates the immortals are capable of acting through mortal beings in physical levels of creating souls, eithe r
through psychological and scientific methods, such as what may be referred to as a type of cloning process ,
whereby portions of an entity's consciousness is projected into that clone and the clone then turned loose t o
develop the soul substance within the body . This Awareness indicates this is likened unto a seed of a being, o r
a small portion of one's soul, being projected into the clone and then growing and developing into a full-blown
soul. This Awareness indicates that in one sense, the majority of entities upon the physical realm, the morta l
realm, have not fully developed their souls,---these souls being in the process of being developed .

This Awareness indicates that the birth cycle as being more commonly used, not to create souls, but t o
create bodies which allow souls to inhabit and to use for expression . This Awareness indicates, however, tha t
it is possible for immortals to project portions of their being into a body and grow a soul in that body, creat-
ing that which may be called twin souls, whereby one part is extended into one body, while the other part i s
withheld in the immortal realm . This Awareness indicates that entity in the immortal realm may then als o
eventually be born into the mortal realm and the twin souls can come together ; being, as it were, two born
from one soul . This Awareness indicates this not uncommon, but not as being something that occurs contin-
uously at all times .

QUESTION :

Awareness has previously referred to billions of souls within the various universes . Is this the major process
by which souls were created or was a great majority of these souls all created at one time, like she asked ,
"in the beginning" ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that the majority of the souls were created at one time . That the creation of th e
various souls occurred when the Light Forces gathered together in the universe and created such a tightness o f
togetherness that the energies could do nothing but blow themselves out because of such compression . And
as they blew themselves out in all directions, those portions which cooled quickly in that area of darkness
became souls ; and those souls, those particles of Cosmic Light, cooling in the outer regions of the universe ,
	 then began to move about as individuals .

This Awareness wishes entities to understand that the spirit may be equated to that which is radiance, th e
shining forth of energies radiating outward ; whereas the soul may be equated with that which is magnetism ,
the drawing in of energies into a central core being . This Awareness indicates in understanding the creation o f
the soul, entities may visualize particles of radiant-beings flying forth from a central explosion into the outer
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edges of the universe, cooling down, becoming magnetic, turning inward upon itself and taking on its ow n
inner fire due to the crust around it caused by the cooling energies of the darkness in the universe . This as
likened unto the subconscious, or subjective mind, the soul may be equated with the magnetic, subjectiv e
consciousness . Whereas the spirit may be equated with the Light that shines from that subjective conscious-
ness, the Light which shines as consciousness .

This Awareness suggests you visualize this in the form of amoebas, whereby an amoeba is capable of bein g
split time and time again, each part taking on its own life and vitality . This Awareness indicates this proces s
can continue indefinitely, but the difference between the souls and the amoeba is that there was a time when
the Light and Darkness was divided in the universe, and all the Light was moved into one central place an d
emanated with such a gravity that drew from all over the universe into such a point wherein all Light energ y
sought to enter that tiny point. And once it reached a certain intensity, blew itself out in all directions, creat-
ing a multiplicity of amoebas, or souls, or lesser Lights, or individuals, or planets, or stars, or galaxies, depend -
ing on the level yo'u wish to consider . These lesser Lights also including atoms, vibrations, molecules, particle s
of dust . Each level having within itself some magnetic core which could technically be called a soul of its
being.

This Awareness indicates it is no coincidence ,that your solar system has its soul as the sun . This as a
message built into the language of the ancients who understood the principle of creation .

(Closing Message)

This Awareness indicates this question and message just previously given relates also unto a reading give n
in April of 1975 referred to as Freedom Reading number one, wherein the origin of the universe was discussed .

WHAT TO EXPEC T

FROM REAGAN' S

ADMINISTRATIO N

( Bolsheviks Brown-Nosing for Power )

QUESTION :

We have a question from J .K. of Detroit, with some information which should probably be checked ou t
by Cosmic Awareness : "On Wednesday night 's national TV news, Nov. 26, 1.980, they announced that
Reagan 's Rothschild advisors have submitted their new conservative economic policy to Reagan, which calls
for Reagan to declare a "National economic When Reagan becomes Presiden t
of the United States. This national emergency will set up the Rothschild-Lucifer Mark of the Beast dictator -
ship prophecied in the Book of Revelation that Awareness has been warning America about for the past 5
years . . ." And he goes on with a little intemperate copy,---but his basic question is, Does Awareness see thi s
as bringing down the National Emergency powers and the Gathering Storm scenario that wasoutlined ; and
if so, is there anything Light Workers can do to stop this ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this appears to be an action which is a kind of desperate move by those forces
in power in this nation to bring about a quick and sudden change whereby control can be implemented over
the masses very quickly and surprisingly before the entities have the opporttrnity to really understand what
is occurring. This Awareness indicates that the very nature of such an action occurring as the first move of a
President will meet most entities with a kind of uncertainty whereby they cannot make decisions or judgmen t
or evaluate the action because they do not know anything about the President's plans, or his capability of run-
ning the, country, and because they feel they are essentially stuck with whatever he does, by vote of their ow n
fellow associates in the nation . This Awareness indicates therefore, this action can, indeed,become one whic h
affects much of the economy for some time to come,---this particularly as causing certain restrictions in var-
ious areas which this Awareness indicated in the 1981 forecast .*

Revelations of Awareness No. 81-81 (Whit'' Ahead in 1981),$3 .00 from CAC.
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This Awareness indicates that in terms of the grand scenario, that this is something which must be watched
very carefully . This Awareness indicates that wherein entities would allow such to occur, the Electronic Fun d
Transfer System and the eventual removal of eashic 3 urrency from the society, leading eventually to the tatto o
or number system as that which could occur . This Awareness indicates that there is, however, a great forc e
which would not accept such action, and therefore, there is quite likely to . be a clash if such an action were to
sae 'attempted . This Awareness indicates that essentially, the plan for Economic Emergency Powers does not
appear, to be that which will be successful for any period of time for the Reagan Administration, although in
one sense it appears that the economy will begin to improve approximately one year into the entity 's admin-
istration . This Awareness indicates this is dependent and capable of being changed by world events which ma y
disrupt. any plans of mice or men .

This Awareness indicates that there also appears to be some ominous energies which occur shortly after th e
inauguration, this in the first week of February . That this may also relate to that emergency type of cons-
ciousness in the national level_

KEEP AN EYE ON ALEXANDER HAI G

QUESTION:

Awareness, Ronald Reagan announced today that it looks like he is goin g
to make' General Alexander Haig his Secretary of State . If I recall correctly ,
Haig was one of the entities Awareness had us write to during the Passag e
Perilous information . If Haig becomes Secretary of State, is this going to
create more problems internationally with this conspiracy or is this goin g
to lighten it somewhat?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that the activities of the Reagan Administration are still under the control o f
chose entities who have long been in power in this country; that the entity Alexander Haig as one of these
,also . This Awareness wishes entities to understand, however, that when you consider the power which wa s
held ten years ago by this nation, in proportion to the amount which these forces now hold,---the forces o f
the Western banking systems and the Illuminati, or the various organizations such as the Bilderhurgers, th e
Council of Foreign Relations, the Trilateralists, and the various powers which are part of the conspirac y
network,---this Awareness indicates that if you consider the amount of power held by these forces in term s
of world power and capability as compared to that which these forces held in 1970, it will be approximatel y
one-third of that which was held at that time. Therefore, entities may begin to recognize the changes whic h
have occurred in a period of ten years . That these forces being one-third as powerful in terms of world power
as they were in 1970, are somewhat more dangerous because they are more desperate and find themselves
in a tight spot wherein they may be destroyed as a world power unless they take some kind of dangerous risk .

This Awareness indicates that between now and the time wherein the new President takes over, the Bolsh-
eviks who are working with the Cartes Administration realize that their power and their time for making mis-
chief will fade when their present administration ends, and therefore, entities may expect the most intense
efforts by these entities to create mischief upon the face of the earth between now and the time wherein th e
Reagan Administration takes over . This Awareness indicates that thereafter, entities may expect these forces
to attempt to work with the Reagan Administration and to seek to gain as much power within that administr-
ation as possible in order to maintain their present objectives .

This Awareness indicates that the period between the present time and the time the Reagan Administratio n
takes over does not necessarily mean that the Bolsheviks are not able to extend their influence beyond tha t
time. This Awareness indicates however, their present efforts can be expected to create those actions whic h
will lead to mischief, even though that great mischief may not occur until after the Reagan Administratio n
enters . This Awareness indicates that these entities may plant the seeds for the conditions which result i n
greater problems and which they can help to contribute to or control, even after the Reagan Administration
takes over . This Awareness indicates also, the Reagan Administration is likewise likely to follow a simila r
scenario, as the differences between these adikiinistrations is not of a great nature, the purposes being some -
what similar in nature and both being willing to assist each other when such assistance is beneficial .

ED's Note :

More on President Reagan, Kissinger and Alexander Haig as well as new information on th e
Electronic-Funds-Transfer systeih (which is now growing rapidly) will appear in forthcoming
issues of `Revelations of Awareness' as well as the various SPIRAL publications .
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POSSIBLE ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT ON REAGAN IN JULY ?

QUESTION :

Some member sent in a document (I believe it was printed), and a question,(I can't put my fingers on it a t
the moment;), but it was circulating around that they had this information that the banking system, the Ilium -
had, or this network, has it planned to assassinate Ronald Reagan a short time after his inauguration,–day s
c r weeks,- .so that George Bush, the Vice•rresident, who is a Trilateralist, will then become President . Does
Awareness see this as part of the possible scenario?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that the most dangerous time for this appears to be in July, approximately mi d
duly of the summer of 1981 . This Awareness indicates that this does appear to be a danger for this entity .

NEW EXPLORATIONS COMIN G

(Opening Message )

This Awareness indicates there are certain energy fields which have come together, this as a kind of alch-
emical force ; the forces being likened unto spirals touching together, creating an interlocking energy of certai n
polarities which are a form of seed in consciousness from which many new and fruitful experiences will gro w
and develop which have not previously been experienced on this plane for many years,---at least not to th e
majority of entities during the time presently recorded as history . This Awareness indicates that these energ-
ies in coming together as likened unto certain forces which serve to unlock many doors, many keys bein g
used to unlock these many doors, to allow exploration into areas which have heretofore been obscure .

EXPECT INTENSITIES AND UNCERTAINTIES UNTIL 1966
(Closing Message)

This Awareness suggests that the points of transitions appear to be without end, wherein one transitio n
leads to another, and to another, and yet to another . This Awareness indicates that the world today is tha t
which is in a very precarious position . That this may occur for some time to come, through 1986, with certai n
modifications and changes occurring within this period . This Awareness indicates that entities may visualiz e
the present situation as likened unto an entity seeking to cross a river which has been frozen, wherein th e
ice has begun to thaw, and the entity must jump from one unstable piece of ice to another, still to another ,
and another, without stopping to rest, without finding a place of rest ; for any time the entity stays upon
one piece of ice, the ice begins to sink, and the entity must jump for a more firm piece, only to discover
that it also is beginning to sink .

This Awareness indicates so it is, thi•ougout this transition period which began in may of 1979 as tha t
which will continue in a larger sense throughout the period up to and including 1986 . This Awareness ind -
icates that it appears thereafter, rest and harmony can begin to come about . This Awareness indicates tha t
therefore,entities not be alarmed . that the intensities continue, nor be expectant that this or that or th e
next will be the last of these intensities and uncertainties ,

'ipening Message, CAC Gen . Reading

	

ENJOY THE R01-UR-COASTER RID E

of Jan . 31, 3981

	

(More on told and Silver Investments )

This Awareness indicates there are certain energies which this Awareness has warned shout in previous readings which are,tow being felt to a greatet degree in consciousness; this including the economic downturn . This Awareness indicates that thi s
:hall continue with the tendency to spiral further downward over the Long-range movements . This Awareness indicates that
those entities who have their savings in gold, silver, or other precious metals and gems, may feel at this point a concern abou ttheir investments . This Awareness indicates however, that as time passes, these investments will be seen as more and more app -?opriate for the changing times .

This Awareness indicates there appears to be an effort of stabilizing the economy, but this effort does not appear to be satis-
tactory . This Awareness indicates it appears that in the fall of this year, the economy will improve somewhat ; this Awareness
indicates however, that approximately 12 months hence, there appears to be another jolt or shock in . the economy which agai ncreates further downward spiraling . This Awareness indicates that the energies of all of this in consciousness as that which i sg etting the scene for great revision and change on many levels–in the nature of economy, in the nature of politics : national
and international, This Awareness indicates that during the next five years, up to approximately 1986, entities can expect con-
tinued and intense railer coaster-like changes to occur in all levels of society . This Awareness indicates that in riding a roller -
coaster, the best and easiest way to complete the ride is to flow with it, for to become panicky and attempt to leap out will b edisastrous . This Awareness indicates that these movements and changes can throw many curves to entities, many being unexp -;cted . This Awareness suggests that'you hold on, scream to your heart's content, and enjoy the ride, for there are many thrill sevolved,

	

***se
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No . 8 .
"Na man is truly tree as long as any men Is bound . "

The spirit of the Avatar

LETTERS FROM BILL . . . .

	

( The Awakening of the Avatars -- Continued )

(A Cosmic View of things from another frame of reference )

	

Feb. 1, 1981

Dear Avaton & Vikki . . . .l was just sitting here musing about how we were able to come to such a unity of thought over the las t
12 years . I came from the ultra-conservative "right", and you guys from the so-called "left", and now miraculously we can se e
the one Light that shone on both . Back in '68 and early '69, I was desperately trying to join the marines and go to Vietnam ,
thinking that was the "right" thing to do for America . And God, what a loathing I hod for the "stinking hippies" . I spent
thousands of dollars on getting operations to patch up a bone deformity I had, hoping to pass the physical for the Marines . Bu t
I flunked it anyway. Being rejected by the Marine Corps, which was the "first love" of my life at that time, was the one calamit y
that set off the search for God . That was in Feb. '69, exactly 12 years ago .

it was interesting that you said you began your work 12 years ago also . It 's amazing how the mills of God and Providenc e
work, grinding out the Avateric mission . Right now, the situation I'm in doesn't follow any "rational" explanation . Whenever i
try to consort with the world beyond just the barest necessities, the channel goes dead, and the feeling is like drowning or suff-
ocating . Even eating in a restaurant, consorting with the worldly consciousness even shat much, brings on that feeling of smoth-
ering and suffocation . It kills the channel, and I have to get back into the desert or onto Skid Row in order to re-tight the channel .
The channel will stay lit on Skid Row, because Skid Row is the "the world as it really is", without the artificiality and pseudoism .
I know this all sounds completely dumb and stupid, but every effort to consort with "this world"' fizzles completely . The channe l
absolutely and totally rejects "this world" as it exists under man's set-up .

To the 'rational mind', this all sounds like a sob story and a cop-out . But after many attempts to be "in the world", to giv e
legitimacy and credibility to the world as it is, the same thing always happens . The channel rejects it utterly, and will not funct-
ion in the world. Providence always supplies the basic necessities, but that's all .  attempts to go beyond the basic necessitie s
always kills the channel . But whenever the channel is open, there is the perfect peace and certainty of being in the Will of God ,
or "untying the knots", as Paul Shockley's channel calls it . The chakras are open during .t:hose times, but to try to harness the m
to "this world" immediately re-ties the knots . The Law of the One rejects all duality, and therefore has to reject "this world" .

The Spiritual Hierarchy or Brotherhood cannot heal this world, because they are still in the mode of duality . The Brother-
hood's is a higher, cosmic duality, but a duality nonetheless . They are still in the "attack" mode, being "against" the Lucifer-
ians and "for" the higher Light of God . There is still the desire to destroy, to judge, and to banish . The Hierarchy's consciousnes s
goes up to the 7th plane, but still retains this element of cosmic duality . They are still "attacking" darkness .

You've probably noticed that some of those 'writings' I sent you were also in the 'attack' mode against the Luciferians . Tha t
passage called "Judgment" was written from the Hierarchy level . It shouldn't actually have been included in the "8 of Infinity "
manuscript . It was written back in October of '79, when I was following the Brotherhood . The "8 of Infinity" was written 1 0
months later . I only put the 'Judgment' in there because of how it tied in to the Zionist readings . The 8th plane transcends al l
duality, and is the plane of pure Oneness . It treats even the Zionists and Rothschilds not as enemies, but as misguided souls wh o
can still be healed . It regards them in the same sense as a Skid Row minister reg ards a belligerent drunk . Just as the Skid Ro w
preacher desires to help a drunk clean up and turn his life around, so the Law of the One desires to help even the Rothschilds .

This is not an easy concept for entities to understand or accept, especially those who've studied the Rothschild-Zionist aspec t
of the Conspiracy . How do you forgive the vampires and war-makers, the very antichrist himself? You can't, not until you full y
recognize what the antichrist has done, and THEN, from the plane of Oneness, offer him the Grace and help and forgivenes s
of the Godhead .

Entities have to be fully aware first of what the antichrist has done . Then they can be in the position to offer godly love an d
forgiveness . It'd be pretty namby-pamby to expect entities to forgive the Luciferians without first understanding the full scop e
of the conspiracy . As they grow in understanding, "wracking where they're at" on the scales of duality, they can gradually b e
introduced to the concept of Oneness. And I have never found a better analogy for this than that Skid Row preacher "lightin g
the belligerent drunk with love" . l i ve seen this really happen .

"Lighting the Rothschilds with Love" from the plane of Oneness is truly the highest healing power on this planet . it is a fa r
greater power than cosmic warfare, judgments, and attacking . That is why the Hierarchy had to be preempted by the 8th plan e
agents--to bring in the Law of the One, which transcends all maya, all duality, all karma, and all concepts of "attacking" .

So as the Avatars begin their awakening and become conscious Light Workers, they can learn first to "light the Robotoid s
with love , light the Rockefellers with love", and finally to "light the Rothschild-Zionists with love" . For truly this is th e
"Better Way", the way of the One, which will quickly "light the world with Love" . As the old sage said, "It is better to light a
candle than to curse the darkness" .

In the release of those hostages, a lot of symbolism can be seen . The release came on the 444th day, reflecting the "Hidde n
Hand" of 888, or the Law of the One . (And twice 888 is 1776, the year of the Declaration of Independence) . The hostage re -
lease was like a pantomime or a Cabala, reflecting the release of America, which in turn is the release of the High Country o f
Consciousness, the advent of the New Age .

in my rituals and meditations here, I'm shifting all energies into the House of Rothschild, sending them interptane transmiss-
ions to "come and stand beside us, we can find a better way" . By lighting their inner circle with love, I truly believe that the y
can be won over, healed, and forgiven . € hope other Light Workers, as their consciousness permits, will join in this too . Man y
Light Workers can even now begin lighting the Robotoids and the Rockefellers .

(This may sound like a dumb thing to even mention, and I mention it now only in retrospect . But back when I built that firs t
pyramid generator, If I could've built enough power into it, I fully intended to use it as a teleporter, to bodily invade the Roths-
childs' inner circle . I figured on going in, kamikaze-style, with grenades and a machinegun, and blowing them away . Evidentl y
they considered it enough of a threat that they hit me first .) But attacking is not God's way . Attacking is Lucifer's way . Even on
the highest scale of cosmic duality, attacking will never heat a world . Only Oneness, only Love, will heal .
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This was the great cosmic lesson of Skid Row . Love can turn the antichrist around lust as surely as it can heal an alcoholic . Fo r
the earth, after all, was simply the Skid Row of the Cosmos .

Sincerely, Bil l

ED 's Note : In another letter from Bill, he asked us to warn the Avataric Company not to try the pyramid generator whic h
has been described in earlier letters . For these energies are `dynamite' and can result in serious injury or even death if not use d
in the correct manner . His later channelings suggest a much safer and non-dualistic method : channeling the vibrations of Love .
(If space permits I will include his letter and channeling regarding this . )

TRANSITION : THE AWAKENING OF THE AVATARS
(Jan . 26, 1981 )

The many Avatars who are in the earth at this time have been highly instrumental in "venting off" the intense karmic pressure s
of the 20th Century world, The earth has indeed come through the 'Straits of Armageddon', guided by those Avatars who ar e
consciously integrated in God, This is the 'Hand of God' that steered the clipper ship and kept her off the shoals . This ship (th e
world of humanity) was buoyed up by the many Avatars who bore the world's karma unknowingly . And it is to these, the grea t
bulk of the Avataric Company, that this channel is directed .

Many of you, in coming down, found this world to be a hellish, untendable, alien place . It turned out to be more than you
bargained for when you made the pact to come down, But you came in good faith, and took on enormous sufferings in order t o
vent off karma from this planet, to keep her from blowing to smithereens, like Maldek of old . For the most part, you knew no t
why you were suffering, because you had lost memory of the Heaven you came from . A great many of you turned to drugs an d
every form of escapism simply as a way of surviving in this outlandish place .

But your mission of Atonement, your time of suffering, is now winding down, The story can at last be told of what has happ-
ened, and why . The ship, the clipper ship of humanity, has come through the roiling rapids of the Straits, and is sailing into th e
calmer waters bordering the Golden Sea . The Avatars can now awaken, every one . The Great Light, the Freedom Sun, i s
above the horizon now . The vibrations and intensities of Light can now spark the mass awakening of the Shining Ones who wal k
among us . The Christs can now begin to remember their First Love, the God they came from . The awakening of the Christs, th e
shining of the Lights, can now begin to spark the awakening of ali humanity . Yes, the New Age is here, and the great Star Make r
walks in flesh among us, even now .

Actually, there was a reason for the blindness and loss of memory in the Avataric Company . The temporary blanking of th e
memory was simply to keep the Avatars here . If at any point the Avatars had KNOWN, consciously, why they were suffering ,
and if they had known the suffering that still lay ahead, they would have made a mass exodus from this planet, caring not wher e
they went as long as it was away from here . So the blanking of the memory was a painful necessity . The machinery of Providenc e
automatically ground out the Avatar's mission just as it was programmed to do . The Avatars, steeped in their sufferings, at leas t
had the hope that "maybe things will get better" . Many of the Avatars, without conscious understanding, gave the world grea t
gifts of Light even in their 'unconscious' state . George Lucas, Taylor Caldwell, the Beatles, and John Denver are examples of this .

But now is the time of transition, the Great Awakening, the return of the Avatars to their 'First Love' . Before many decades
are past, the world is going to see Avatars in their rightful place, leading the governments, the religions, the sciences of plane t
earth . As the ship sails on in to the Golden Sea, and as the great Freedom Sun mounts the zenith, the scriptures will be fulfille d
which said, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof" ,

The "only begotten Son", which is Christed humanity, will be the return of Him who said, "I will come again" .

(ED 's Note : Cosmic Awareness has indicated in previous readings that the membership of C .A .C . is comprised mainl y
of Avatars, also called `Wanderers' and `Voyagers'---either awake or awakening .)

THE AVATARIC COMPANY IS FREE OF KARMA---IF

	

(Feb . 27, 1981)

All the Avatars from beyond the 4th plane gained their Ascension by Grace, which is conditionless surrender to God . God was
the 'First Love' of these entities, and when they left left the body they ascended to God, free of karma and rebirth . This is i n
accordance with the Great Law "where your treasure is there your heart shall be also ." This is the meaning of Grace and Salvat-
ion, the heart and core of Christ's teaching and of the New Testament .

So Grace or Salvation transcends and preempts the karmic ties of 'this world' . It is the liberty that frees an entity to follo w
God no matter how much it may conflict with the laws of this world . The Avatars glow in embodiment, who have fallen into th e
"nets" of karma, MUST return to their First Love again if they are to regain the Ascension . They are free of karma if, and onl y
if, they come back to the state of pure surrender to God, even if this means cutting all the ties to 'this world' again .

THE AVATARIC COMPANY IS NOT A SMALL THING

	

(March 11, 1981 )

If the Avataric Company, even in its "unconscious" state, gave great gifts of Light to the world, think what it can do whe n
ALL the Avatars awaken fully . Think of the Peace Music of the Beatles, the talents of George Lucas, John Denver, and Taylo r
Caldwell all multiplied a thousand million times and spread across the whole face of the earth . This is the scale of awakenin g
we're talking about .

Making earth, this lowly, fallen "garbage dump" of the cosmos into the greatest showplace of Light in the entire firmamen t
of God, is what we're talking about . This is truly the lighting of the Freedom Star, the star that will outshine the mightiest su n
in all the Universe . For it is lit by the power of Love and innocence, the mightiest Force, the pure and perfect Light of the One .
This is the Force that overcame the darkest evil and defeated the antichrist---the separative ego .

Lucifer, Ahriman, Rothschild were only masters and adepts of the separative ego, which alone is the antichrist. They spread
their doctrine of the separative ego far and wide in the earth, creating the many camps and factions that make up 'this world' .
But the Pure Light of the One forgives and restores even these Grand Masters of the separative ego, and reconciles all the diver -
gent camps and philosophies that they spawned . Once consciousness is raised into the plane of Grace or Oneness, beyond dual-
ity and karma, the eye sees the Light of God that shines behind all the diverse cultures, philosophies, and religions of the earth .
Consciousness no longer dwells on the DIFFERENCES, but sees them all as facets and faces of the One .
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But this Grand Awakening of the race back to its native state has to begin with the Avatars . That's what we're here for---not
to have a ball and a soft life in 'this world` but to END 'this world' . The binding of the Dark Force is the binding of the separ-
ative ego---the antichrist or false self . It is the raising up of the True Self, the Great Ego, which is the Christ in every entity . Thi s
Is the Law of the One.

The Avataric mission is so great and so grand—awakening the whole human race to its full stature as the Avatar .

DRUGS AND THE AVATARIC COMPAN Y
(Feb . 27, 1981) ( And Sexual License I

This channel wholeheartedly agrees that the proliferation of drugs such as marijuana, hashish, etc . played a vital role in raising
consciousness during the decade of the 1960's and early 1970's . Seen from the Grand Overview, this action did serve a positiv e
and a life-saving purpose on a planetary scale . But this was a TEMPORARY action, a temporary suspension of the normal karmi c
patterns of society . A higher law, authorized from the plane of Grace, preempted for a time the karma of "this world" in orde r
to save this world from itself . Drugs and sexual license were a part of this "tightening action ." Vital and necessary as this actio n
was, it was a temporary stop-gap measure . It was a patchwork, a makeshift bandage holding the world together until the adven t
of the Great intercession, which began in the spring of 1975.

The Great Intercession itself has been completed and sealed as of December 1980 . And the crutches, the bandages, the make -
shift patches of the pre-Intercession days ARE NO LONGER A VALID mode of operation for the Avataric Company . They ar e
outworn splints and broken crutches, and have no more usefulness in the post-Intercession world . During the time of their use -
fulness, these stop-gap measures amounted to SURVIVAL MEDICINE for many of the Avatars and Light Workers . This was th e
survival gear of the Avataric troopers who 'parachuted' into 'this world', into this snake-infested jungle wilderness . And this surv-
ival medicine helped many of the Avatars to weather the fiery intensities of the Great intercession . But the Great Intercession i s
over now . The storm is behind us . Our ship has just entered the headwaters of the Golden Sea . This is the New World now .

The Avatars are the pioneers and trailblazers into this new world and the New Age . The crutches and bandages were the 'emer-
gency measures' for making it in the old world we just came out of, We don't need those crutches and props any more . The inten-
sities and afflictions that buffeted the whole Avataric Company since 1975 are over . If we continue in the old ways, using the
crutches and the props as we did before, we are copping out and abdicating our responsibilities as Avatars . We are belonging to
the old world and the old ways if we go on using the stop-gap measures whose time has passed . Those things, the drugs and sex-
ual license, were only vague shadows of the Grace and the Reality of the New Age . They are only a low-grade, artificial substitut e
for the true mission of the Avatar, which is pure surrender to God first and foremost, ahead of any other thing .

True, drugs open up deeper levels of consciousness and deeper, abstract levels of the mind . But drugs are not Pure Surrende r
to God . They are not pure, conditioniess devotion to the Avatar's First Love . Drugs are a method, a short-cut, of trying to 'get '
God and 'make' God do our bidding in `this world' . The Avatar is not OF 'this world' .

This channel has no patience with the continued habitual use of drugs by the Avataric Company . This channel could get
stoned and stay stoned, and could make it in a mediocre fashion in 'this world' . This channel could use pot or acid as a crutch
to continue functioning in the old world . And in so doing, this channel would blow its mission and consign itself to another em-
bodiment for another go at it. And what's more, some other Avatar would have to carry the extra load that this channel refuse d
to carry .

The Avatars did not come into this world to CONTINUE using the stop-gaps and short-cuts for an easy, comfortable life o f
self-indulgence . We are here first and foremost to reestablish contact with our First Love, which is the Light Above . And we are
here not to belong to 'this world' or to compromise with it, but to raise this world out of its delusion into the Clear Light o f
Reality . This channel has given many readings on Grace and the Law of the One, which is established by the Avatar's pure surr-
ender into God. The consciousness evoked by drugs is an imitation, albeit a convincing imitation, of the Grace of God . And
sexual license not under Grace is only a cheap counterfeit of the true and beautiful sexual freedom under the Law of the One .

True freedom, true liberty, is only attained by conditionless surrender into God as the very first priority in life . An existanc e
predicated on aught else but this is absurdity and madness . Separation from God is maya and delusion. Continued use of drugs
as an end in itself is a tool of maya, perpetuating the separation . God would not be worthy of being called God if He could be
attained through the medium of any drug . God can only be attained by Pure Surrender of the entire mind, heart, and will . THE N
if God directs the use of drugs as an aid or adjunct on the spiritual path, they may have a valid use . But as an end in themselves ,
without pure surrender to God FIRST, drugs are spiritual suicide . They present many deep trips into cosmic levels, but if thes e
drug trips are not first predicated or . Pure Surrender to God, they become the nails of karma holding you fast to the wheel o f
rebirth .

Although drugs served a valid purpose in the hectic days prior to and through the Great Intercession, their usefulness ha s
ended . Their continued use now is spiritual suicide and Avataric derelection .

The continued exploitation of sex as something carnal and biological, separate from Spirit, is also maya and delusion . Sex
not under Grace and not under the moral laws of 'this world' is sin . it becomes karma if it's not rooted first and foremost i n
pure surrender to God . These are hard sayings, but they must be said . The awakening of the Avatars must begin . The Avatars
must come out of their sleep, out of the mesmerism and fascination with 'this world' . They must break loose from the ties an d
bondages that keep them locked in the blindness of 'this world' . The Avatars must awaken and begin actively energizing thi s
world into Light . The thousand or more Avatars embodied on this plane are not yet carrying the load that they agreed to carr y
when they came here, and the load is being carried by the few . True, the entire company bore the intensities of the Great inter-
cession, which was pre-programmed and took place automatically . But we are talking now about the CONSCIOUS awakening ,
the conscious surrender into God, whereby the Avatars can actively raise the planet into the Resurrection .

if the Avatars remain asleep, if they remain in the thralldom of drugs and materialism and illicit sex, the karma of the worl d
can start rapidly building up again . The huge karmic bloat of the world has been brought down to a relatively flat level throug h
the massive 'venting' action of the Great Intercession, But that venting is no longer going on . The karmic bleat of the world ca n
build back up to the danger level in a very few years' time if the .Avatars remain asleep . The few Avatars currently awake CA N
NOT CARRY THIS BURDEN ALONE . The fascination with drugs, illicit sex, with the tinsel and toys of 'this world' is wha t
is keeping the Avatars asleep . That is why this channel must speak out on this and let the chips fait .

A world, a race of human entities hangs on the actions of the Avataric Company . And this channel must holler and yell an d
howl and pray to God for the Avatars to drop their toys and childish games and come and do the job they came here to do .
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Pure surrender to our First Love, to the God we came from . is the very first order of business here on this plane . Forget the

cheap thrills and counterfeit, low-grade trips for the time being, and come and walk in Light, in Reality . And together we wil l

raise this world into Light and kindle the new star that will shine on into the ages, the brightest star in the firmament, glorifyin g

the One who is God .

Freedom of morality is the freedom that comes with Grace, which is Pure Surrender to God . It is liberty without license ,
beyond karma, yet it is a liberty that is discreet and circumspect, and does not flaunt itself or trample on the karma of society .
it respects the position of those still under karma, and does not wantonly violate their codes . This is in accordance with th e

Law of Love	

THE PERSONAL KARMA OF THE AVATARS :

THE FINAL FRONTIER BEFORE THE RESURRECTIO N

(March 2, 1981)

	

( Some Insight into John Lennon )

The Avataric Company, during its present embodiment here on earth, has fallen into the worldly consciousness, thereby comin g

under the spell of maya, or illusion . In trying'to operate in the dualistic system of 'this world', the Avatars generated a fund o f

personal karma which will lock them to the wheel of reembodiment unless they can break from this maya. This period of Avat-

aric blindness was designed by the will of Providence . It was designed this way simply to keep the Avatars here for the duratio n

of the Great intercession. During this'period, the Avataric Company vented off the fiery energies of Armageddon from thi s

plane, but without a conscious understanding of what was happening or why . All they knew was, they were feeling and exper-
iencing tremendous afflictions and intensities, and they had only the solace of hoping, "this can't go on forever . Surely thing s

have got to get better some day ."

That day is here ,

The Great Intercession has been completed and sealed as of December 9, 19CO 3 with John Lennon's self-sacrificial act in New

York City . (Lennon and the other Beatles are Wanderers or 'Star Children' who incarnated from the (nth plane, the same real m

where Jesus lived as a Master . The Beatles are part of the latter-day 'Starfall' of new Avatars who came in to light the Resurrect -

ion Fires in the 2nd Coming of Christ . In the final months leading up to Dec, 1980, certain other Avatars now in embodimen t

had the opportunity to do the Sealing Rites, the final "cauterizing" of the Armageddon energies from this plane . The Akashic

Record indicates that these other Avatars , though awake and conscious of their mission, did renege and cop out from thi s

action . And on the inner plane, the entity John Lennon did step foreward and voluntarily bore the energy that the other Avatar s

refused to carry . And the Sealing Action did take place on schedule regardless) . John Lennon, though not outwardly consciou s
of this action, did indeed vent the final burst of Armageddon energy that would have laid waste to New York City and the ad-
jacent Atlantic Seaboard. Thus the entirety of Armageddon was vented from this plane and prevented from manifesting as phy-
sical cataclysm. The selfless atoning act of John Lennon will be ranked alongside the crucifixion of Jesus and of the other mart-
yrs and saints . Their story is the legacy of Intercession, the willingness to bear suffering so that others may suffer less . And th e

Stars of the firmament shine all the brighter for these entities having donned the suit of flesh in the Great intercession .

But now comes the time to deal with the CONSCIOUS awakening of the Avataric Company as a whole, The dark days o f

"venting" the karma of the world are over . Now is the time to shine . The "times of hiding" and silent suffering are over . It i s

:.ime to fan the sparks of Light that are already lit in this world, fan them into the great Light storm that will sweep this plane t

np in the Fires of the Resurrection .

The conscious awakening of the Avatars is their outward, knowing return to their 'First Love', and the williness to put asid e
the worldly ties and karmas that stand in the way . The conscious, outward return to God, making the High Self or Christ Sel f

the First Love and first priority in life, is the Avatars' next step in this embodiment . Many times, Avatars have passed from th e

iiesh while still earthbound and tied to the karmas of 'this world' . This is personal karma, not the world karma that they auto-
matically took on in the "venting" process . And this personal karma is what locks the Avatar into another embodiment . Some -

times, multiple embodiments are ordained by Providence . Occasionally an Avatar 's mission does require more than one em-

bodiment . This was the case with some of the early Founders and pioneers of America . Some of these were Avatars, and as par t
of creating America and preserving her, they have come back again and again, and some are here right now as part of the Avatari c

Company .
In the case of John Lennon, even though his act of Atonement was a great "venting" of the final burst of world karma ,

Lennon left this plane with a fund of personal karma still pending . Lennon had not yet consciously returned to his 'First Love' .

tuffs outer conscious mind was still earthbound, and this will require him to take another embodiment . His outer mind was so
earthbound, in fact, that his next birth will take place very soon, and may already have occur r ed . The world hasn't seen th e

ast of John Lennon yet . This, too, is part of the working of Providence . Sometimes a great Light has to come back to th e

ieorld as part of his mission of resurrecting the world . And then, in a 2nd or even a 3rd embodiment, he comes back fully con-
scious to his 'First Love', and consciously helps li ght the world with God .

in times past, certain Avatars have come down with great hopes and ambitions of lighting the world . But when they got here ,
They fell in "over their heads" into maya and karma, and have been here ever since, locked into reembodiment . This was th e

-ase with the famous novelist Taylor Caldwell .

But right now, at this moment in time, while the Armageddon energies are GONE from this plane, the Avatars MUST awaken .

they MUST return consciously to their 'First Love', to God, while the 'window' of Resurrection is open . This channel has sai d

that no power in the universe can prevent the Golden Age now . And this is true PROVIDED THE AVATARS AWAKEN . Th e
'wakening, the putting aside of the toys and tinsel and karmic ties with 'this world' HAS TO BEGIN NOW . And the Avatar s

rave to awaken to a higher level of consciousness than "attacking" or hating the antichrist and the Beast forces . We have to re -

'urn to the Law of the One, which is conditionless Love . it is first and foremost our conditionless Love for God and then th e
willingness to forgive and heal even the antichrist and the Beast . No love short of this is Conditionless Love . And no love short

tf this is rooted in pure surrender to God . The Avatars must return now to pure surrender to our 'First Love', the Light Above .

t his is the Law of the One, and cannot be tied to the karrnas and attachments of 'this world' . But to entities who are Avatar s

nd Apostles of God, Christ said, "Leave your nets (your karmas and wcrdly ties) and follow Me."
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During the Piscean dispensation, 'this world' was considered a viable and legitimate system, the " schoolroom " or nursery -
level of unfoldment . But Christ says, "My Kingdom is NOT of this world ." The Aquarian dispensation, which is dawning now
in its fulness, is "My Kingdom" of which Christ spoke . "My Kingdom" is the Kingdom of the One, and is beyond the karma an d
duality of 'this world', the old outgoing Piscean order .

The Avatars are of the New Order, and are NOT of the Piscean dispensation or of the old karmic system . As long as th e
Avatars continue trying to belong to the old system, they find that they are in an alien world . They find that "nothing works" ,
nothing fits ; it's, all like trying to plug AC into DC, and they keep blowing their fuses .

Providence is trying to awaken the Avataric Company . The 'window' of Resurrection is open, and we can pull the world u p
into Light beginning right now . This 'window' will not remain open forever. The world karma that was vented off in the inter -
cession will build back up again if we don't act now . The Great Intercession, which was unprecedented on this planet, canno t
be easily repeated if we miss this opportunity . We MUST move quickly into Pure Surrender, into the Law of the One . Delay s
of weeks or even days on our part register as a re-inf lating of the world's karma, just like a balloon being pumped up again . We
MUST act now . We must come back to our 'First Love', to Pure Surrender into God .

There can never be an Armageddon on this plane provided the Avators move now into the calling that they, themselves ,
volunteered for . Moving in surrender to the Pure Light, the Avatars can (and must) begin to infuse the sod of this world wit h
Light, and together we will kindle this planet into the full glory of the Freedom Star .

This channel is fervently praying and energizing for the awakening of the entire Avataric Company . And this channel is takin g
karma, venting personal karma of the Avataric Company, hoping to smooth the road of their awakening . This channel is als o
taking the Rothschild karma as it prays for Rothschild's repentance . Let us all now return to our First Love, to the One Ligh t
we all sprang from in the Long Ago, when the morning stars sang together and the Sons and Daughters of God all sang th e
praises of the One .

A NOTE TO THE LIGHT WORKERS : TOLERANCE WORKS ROTH WAY S

Over the past months some of the Light Workers have noted with alarm the rising tide of Fundamentalist activism an d
"morality" campaigns . Some Light Workers have seen this as a threat, and accuse the moralists of narrowness, hypocrisy, an d
intolerance . The 'Right Wing' seems to be coming out of the woodwork and beating the drums for a return to fundamentalis t
,eligion, patriotism, strong national defense, capital punishment, anti-abortion, and plain old-fashioned morals .

This channel would like to remind the Light Workers of this : You are the Anointed Ones of this world ; you are the closest t o
the plane of Grace and the Grand Overview . And you, of all people, should be able to see and comprehend what is actually happ-
ening . The new incoming Light energy, as it filters down through the lower planes of consciousness in the karmic world, canno t
help but evoke the response that you are seeing, 'Conservatism, Fundamentalism, and morality is Light at the karmic level . Ther e
is no other way that Light can manifest in the mundane consciousness-levels of 'this world' . As said before, 'this world', the karmic
world, is the sandbox or kindergarten stage of development . It is only the'lst Grade' of unfolding consciousness . Consciousness ,
as it responds to Light at this level, MUST stand up for what is considered "right" in the world and reject what is seen as "wrong':
This is called standing on the positive pole of duality . it is the correct obedience to the Law of Karma .

And so it happens that the Conservatives see anything opposed to their philosophy as "Left-Wing" . It could not be otherwise ,
because this is where their consciousness is at . They are correctly responding to Light at their own level of unfoldment. In con -
_cience and in obedience to their karma, they have to be against all which, to them, is "Left-Wing" . Unfortunately, the Ligh t
Workers and New Age groups are seen as "Left-Wing" to the Conservatives of this world . But it has to be this way until they
'graduate' to a higher unfoldment .

And so the Light Workers, who are of the '2nd grade' of enfoldment, need to understand and tolerate the position of thei r
"weaker brothers" on the lower rungs of the ladder . The Li g ht Workers should be able to see from the plane of Grace the 'Gran d
Overview' of what's going on below . We should be able to see through the eyes of the "karmies" what their position is . They can -
not graduate to the plane of Grace overnight ; their unfoldment takes time . They cannot be expected to instantly accept New Ag e
philosophies, nor to understand the higher love that sanctions Grace to criminals, wants to disarm the world, and allow for un-
married sex and even homosexuality . These things are beyond their comprehension . And they would be in violation of their ow n
conscience and karma to go along with these concepts right off the bat . Their intolerance toward these things is the only wa y
they cnn react at their present level of consciousness .

But the Light Workers are the ones who can understand and tolerate, and realize that all entities must respond to Light a t
their own levels . As the Avatars and Light Workers accelerate this world into Light, all entities will join us all the sooner in Grac e
and all shall be One in God .

THE UNDERGROUND CHURCH AS PART OF THE AVATARIC COMPAN Y

The 4th plane is the home of the true Saints and giants of karmic mastery . These entities, although their home between emb-
'diments is stili of the 4 quadrants of Mater, that is, the realms of 'Earth, Water, Air, and Fire', they hail from the highest of th e

planes--the Etheric, or esoteric plane of 'Fire' . The 4 planes are still under the Law of Karma, and the Adepts of the 4th plane
.re the greatest masters of karma, Among their ranks are such souls as the Apostle Steven (the first Christian martyr), the martyr s
)nd Saints of the early church who were thrown to the lions, the Catholic stigmatists such as Padre Pio, St . John of the Cross ,
.nd Joan of Arc . They include such great masters of service and charity as Yogi Bhagavan, Mahatma Ghandi, and Mother Teres a
' t Calcutta . And they include the Saints and heros of the Underground Church behind the Iron Curtain today . These magnific -

.'nt and glorious beings, the true masters and champions of the karmic world, have gone unrecognized far too long . They ar e
The Light of the (karmic) world, but the world knew them not' .

The Saints of the 4th plane are not technically Avatars, since their domain is not entirely free of karma . But to the heart that
r oves Light and purity, they are the gods of "this world" . They are the true Saints and Giants who, by their own strength an d
'lesire to do good, stand on the positive pole of duality, the Champions of "this world" . And in this respect, they are Avatars ,

s he embodiment of God in the planes of karma .
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Now from the planes above the 4th, there has come the recent 'Starfall' of new Avatars . These are the Wanderers or Star Child -
ren from the karmaless God-Realms, who gained their Ascension through Grace or Pure Devotion to God . These were not great
masters of karma in most cases, but through pure surrender to God, they transcended their karma and gained the Ascension .
They voluntarily came back into flesh to vent off the intensities of Armageddon from the world, in the atoning act of the Grea t
intercession . These Avatars, because they lacked experience and mastery in the karmic arena, had to resort to the 'stop-gap '
measures of drugs, license, etc ., to see them through the first stage of their mission and the Great Intercession . The drugs wer e
the 'survival medicine' of these Avatars until the Great Intercession was completed and sealed . But the Armageddon energies ar e
no longer assailing the Avatars, and they are now free to put down their 'survival gear' and return to the karmaless state of Pure
Surrender . This is the awakening of the Avatars, leaving their "nets" of karmic ties to 'this world', and beginning the major thrus t
of their mission to this world .

These new-fallen Lights, called tfie Avataric Company, are the Peace-Bringers, the Children of Light, the angels from the Stars ,
They hail from the 5th, 6th, and 7th planes, and they are the primary energizers for accelerating the lifewave of this planet int o
the Resurrection . And the Saints of the 4th plane, although they do not weild the higher energies of the pure karmaless realms ,
are nonetheless a major part of the Licfht Force . Their sufferings bent away a significant part of human karma in the days of th e
Great Intercession . And their devotion to good and righteousness is a story that needs to be told . For these are the unheralde d
Masters of "this world", the Avatars of the 4th plane .
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THIE CROWN CHAKRA IS A HYPERSPACE RADIO
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Everybody believes in radio . It 's just a little box, not physically connected to anything, yet it picks up invisible waves in th e
ether that travel at the speed of light, 186,000 miles per second . Travelling at that speed, a radio wave can go around the eart h
about 8 times in one second . The Crown Chakra is also a radio, and tunes to ether waves that span the universe as fast as a radi o
wave spans the earth .

The Crown Chakra is " tuned in" whenever there is felt those subtle "elearic thrills of Bliss that appear in the top of the scalp .
This is the "carrier wave" of 3th plane radio .

The Avataric Company, in the descent, was programmed to begin their awakening through the Crown Chakra . This is in tota l
variance from all other spiritual disciplines except for one---the teachings of the American Guru Bubba Free John . Free Joh n
also begins with the "Bliss at the top of the Head" . This channel heartily recommends most of Free John's teachings as suitabl e
for the Avataric Company . * All other disciplines begin with the lower chakras and try to work upward toward the Crown . Bu t
the way of the 8th plane, 888, begins at the Crown and works down . And it is based oil pure, conditionless surrender to th e
High Self or God as the very first requisite . That is the only time the Crown Chakra will become active . Some variance from Fre e
John's teaching will be found here, for he makes some compromises with "this world' .' Entities who truly follow the High Sel f
may, in some cases, have to break off completely with 'this world' in order to fulfil their mission .  John does not subscribe
to Avataric intercession to phase out 'this world', and therefore allows for co-existar,,ce with it, The Avataric Company, on th e
other hand, means full-well to raise this world into the Resurrection .

One other notable variance in Free John's teaching is what he calls the "Way of Divine Ignorance", which states that you can -
not know, mentally, the nature of God and the universe, that all you can do is surrender into God . Surrender into God IS th e
very first step, but in the way of 888, we CAN know and understand the very structure of the universe and the literal nature o f
eternity and infinity .

Most of the remainder of Free John's work is worthwhile reading for entities who are truly coming into Grace and the La w
of the One .

Each chakra is in fact a radio set that tunes to one of the spheres or domains of the universe . In each ascending sphere, light-
speed and frequency jump $ times . Finally, in the 8th sphere or 8th plane, you have the domain of the Universe itself, whic h
appears in the Crown Chakra . (The 7th sphere is the pineal chakra, and is the domain of our galaxy .) And each of the othe r
chakras is one of the lesser spheres---the domains of constellations, stars, the solar system, and finally working on down to th e
planetary level . Physical eings anywhere in the universe evolve forms based on the 6 chakras . By time the universe develops th e
ultimate hologram of itself in matter, it appears as the upri ght, biped forms of man and woniari---anywhere in the universe . The
physical apportionments of the entities is determined chiefly by the planet's gravity . On a planet where gravity is weak, th e
entities evolve a spidery, long-limbed form . And on a planet with gravity greater than earth's, the evolution produces a stocky,
heavy-muscled form, reminiscent of the "Hulk" on TV . But they are all the perfect personifications of the One God .

Anyhow, the Avataric Company now embodied on the earth descended primarily from the 5th, 6th, and 7th planes . Yet i n
this descent they programmed their awakening to begin NOT at those levels, but from the 8th, the realm where "no man ha s
gone before " except Krishna, Rhyee, and a few other Adepts such as the Ekankar Masters . This is why the Avataric Company i s
assigned the number 888, and why their initiation is through the Crown Chakra . They are, by this mode of initiation, the descen t
of Infinity into this plane ; they are the 2nd Coming of the Law of the One--the 6 of Infinity, or '888' . This teaching has been
gone from this plane from the time Atlantis went into decline .

Opening the Crown Chakra is not limited to the Avataric Company by any means . Any entity who meets the tenets of th e
Great Law can turn on his or her 8th-plane Radio, and commune in ecstatic dialogue with God . it is a 2-way radio, As you com-
mune in ordinary human language, with the Crown Chakra open, the universe hears the concept of your thoughts, not the act-
ual words . And the universe answers back if it perceives your motive to be pure . It answers in feelings, concepts, hunches, flashe s
of insight, and inspiration that well up in your mind seemingly out of "nowhere", And your mind then translates these back int o
human language. This inspired language can also take the form of art, music, poetry, sculpture, or a million other beautiful exp-
ressions . Ofttintes there is humor and comedy in inspired language also .

So while the other chakras are in fact radios into the intermediate planes, we are not so much concerned with them . There ar e
scores of other disciplines and teachings dealing with the lower chakras (up through the 7th) . But the way of 838, the Law of th e
One, begins with God, begins with the 8 of Infinity, and works down through all the planes into the physical . Pure surrender ,
pure devotion to the One, is the first step in turning on the 8th plane radio . And this is the lasershaft of Light into the darkene d
little planet called Terra, that will kindle her into the full glory of the Freedom Star .

*earn s
* A catalog of literature by tlubb Free John is available from : The Laughing Man Institute Box 3630, Cleerlahe, highlands, Calif . 95422 .
CAC stocks the following hooka by Free John : "Conscious Exercise & the Transcendental Sun", 55 .95 ; "The Eating Gorilla Comes in Peace" ,
$IO.S5 ; (these books not listed in the regular book catalog at this time) .
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